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Why Keep A Journal? 
 
Every day you come across a quote, tip from a friend, or recommendation that is important to your success. In 
the Ultimate Leader Course, you will have “ah ha” moments and tips that are critical to your leadership progress.  
The following are my journal recommendations that I hope you find beneficial. 
 
Dr. Mary Kay’s Journal Guidelines 
 

1. Purchase a Moleskin journal at a bookstore. I like the 5 x 7 size, others prefer the pocket version.  The 
goal is to find the size and type that you will use each day and is easy for you to use. I like a book type 
journal with blank lined pages rather than the electronic version, as it is important for me to physically 
write out what I want to remember in order to retain the information. 
 

2. The key points you capture in your journal need to be brief (bullet points or headlines). The purpose of a 
journal is to help you learn at a faster rate and to help you remember important reflections, success 
stories, and key takeaways that apply to your Ultimate Leader Goals. My favorite item to put in my 
journal is a saying, phrase, or quote. 
 

3. Always date your journal entry. I have been journaling for several years and it is amazing to see the 
progress that is made as you review key ideas and takeaways year after year. Some people use a journal 
like a diary, I use mine for helping me learn and to develop as a person. 
 

4. Keep your journal in a place where you will use it every day. I travel on a regular basis so I take mine 
with me. Since it is small and lightweight it is easy to put in my briefcase or backpack. 
 

5. Write in your journal at least 5 times a week.  At first you will work at this new habit but then you will be 
addicted. Here is why: You become more aware and attentive of important messages you receive that 
before you started keep a journal you would have overlooked or never heard.  
 

6. Review your journal entries frequently. If I am going to do something new, or need a little boost of 
energy, I will review my journal entries. All of the items in my journal are inspiring thoughts or items I 
want to remember so the journal keeps me focused on my goals. 

 


